INTRODUCTION
Quasars have been used as a powerful tool to probe the absorbing gas in clouds and galaxies along the lines of sight. Quasar absorption line spectroscopy enables a study of the physical conditions, chemical abundances, and gas kinematics in the absorption systems.
Most absorption line systems studied in the past are single-element absorbers due to transitions of a certain element in the gas phase, such as Mg ii absorbers, Damped Lyman-α systems (DLAs), C iv absorbers, Ca ii absorbers ⋆ E-mail:jingzhema@ufl.edu (JM) etc. Thanks to the large surveys of quasars in this era (e.g., multiple data releases of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)), a new population of quasar absorbers, which is not due to gas absorption but dust, has been identified and selected. We observe a broad absorption feature in the quasar spectra centered around 2175Å in the absorber's rest-frame. This bump feature is ubiquitously seen in the Milky Way's interstellar extinction curves. The extinction curves along the sight lines of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) also exhibits such a bump feature but the absorption is less significant than in the MW, whereas the canonical Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) extinction curve is free of the bump feature. The different environmental conditions may affect the formation and destruction of the 2175Å extinction bump. The origin and the carriers of the bump have been a mystery for decades since its first discovery over fifty years ago (Stecher 1965) , although some candidates, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; Draine 2003) , were proposed. Dust is a critical component in galaxy formation and evolution, and these dust absorbers may provide insights of how galaxies evolve to the Galaxy we live in today, and even to life.
Previous detections are mostly found in individual intervening absorbers towards background quasars including Mg ii absorbers (e.g., Wang et al. 2004; Srianand et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2010; Jiang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2015) and DLAs (e.g., Wucknitz et al. 2003; Junkkarinen et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2012) , or towards gamma-ray burst (GRB) afterglows (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2009; Elíasdóttir et al. 2009; Zafar et al. 2012) . Ledoux et al. (2015) report in a study of neutral atomic-carbon (C i) gas that the 2175Å bump feature is detected in 30% of the C i absorbers.
Our searches through the SDSS through Data Release 12 (Alam et al. 2015) result in hundreds of 2175Å dust absorber candidates (Zhao et al. 2017 in prep) . We have conducted follow-up observations on a subset with higher resolution spectrographs including the Echelle Spectrograph and Imager (ESI) on the Keck-II telescope and the Ultraviolet and Visible Echelon Spectrograph (UVES) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) to characterize their physical and chemical properties. A comprehensive study of one of the strong 2175Å dust absorbers, J1211+0833, shows that neutral carbon, neutral chlorine, and carbon monoxide are simultaneously present in the dust absorber (Ma et al. 2015) . This absorber is characterized as a metal-rich and highly depleted absorption system, which supports the scenario that the presence of the 2175Å bump requires an evolved stellar population.
In this paper, we present 13 new 2175Å dust absorbers at z = 1.0 -2.2 observed with the Keck/ESI. This is a pilot sample study on the chemical abundances, depletion patterns, and gas kinematics of quasar 2175Å dust absorbers. We start using the acronym "2DAs" for 2175Å dust absorbers hereafter. Section 2 describes target selection, observations, and data reduction. In Section 3 we introduce the methodology and algorithms that we used to extract bump parameters, e.g. bump strength and bump width. We present the measurements of gas-phase column densities and relative metal abundances in Section 4. Comments on individual absorbers are given in Section 5. We discuss the results and compare with the literature in Section 6. The conclusions are summarized in Section 7. In a companion paper (Paper II; Ma et al. 2017 , in prep), we will specifically discuss the absorbers where Lyman-α and C i absorption lines are detected, including a few sources from this sample.
TARGET SELECTION, OBSERVATIONS, AND DATA REDUCTION
This sample comprises 14 2DAs (13 new absorbers from this work and one from Ma et al. 2015) selected from the SDSS-I/II (York et al. 2000; Schneider et al. 2010 ) and SDSS-III/BOSS (Eisenstein et al. 2011; Ross et al. 2012; Dawson et al. 2013 ) using a similar searching algorithm described in Jiang et al. (2011) and Ma et al. (2015) . This is a subset of a larger Mg ii absorber sample (Zhu & Ménard 2013; Zhao et al. 2017 in prep) . Briefly, we employ a composite quasar spectrum (Jiang et al. 2011) as the intrinsic quasar spectrum, which is then reddened by a parametrized extinction curve to form a model spectrum. The bump fitting was performed on the SDSS spectra which cover a wavelength range of ∼ 3800 -9200Å for SDSS-I/II or ∼ 3600 -10000Å for BOSS with a spectral resolution of R ∼ 2000. Follow-up observations were conducted with Keck/ESI (Sheinis et al. 2002) on the Keck II telescope. The 14 quasar absorbers selected for the Keck observations satisfy the following criteria: (1) evenly spaced in the redshift range of ∼ 1 -2, (2) bump strengths A bump ≥ ∼ 0.2 µm −1 , (3) observable by Keck. Table 1 presents an observation log describing the 14 quasars in our sample. Column 1 gives the quasar name based on its SDSS coordinate. Columns 2 and 3 list the R.A. and Dec. of the quasar in J2000. Column 4 is the AB r magnitude of the quasar obtained from the SDSS imaging. Columns 5 and 6 give the emission and absorption redshift of the quasar, respectively. The absorption redshift is determined by the Mg ii doublet and Fe ii absorption lines. Column 7 lists the UT date of the observation. Columns 8 and 9 provide the instrument and slit used in the observation. Columns 10 and 11 give the exposure time and median signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio per pixel measured around ∼ 6500 A.
Throughout the ESI observations, we used the 0.75" slit corresponding to a resolution of FWHM ∼ 44 km s −1 (R ≈ 7000). ESI covers the wavelength range λ = 3900 -11715 A. All the spectra were reduced using the XIDL package developed by J.X. Prochaska and J.F. Hennawi, which is publicly available 1 . We performed continuum fitting using the x continuum routine within XIDL.
For the absorber towards J1211+0833, we also obtained high resolution (R ∼ 54000) VLT/UVES spectrum. The observational details are provided in Ma et al. (2015) .
QUASAR 2175Å DUST ABSORBERS

Composite quasar spectrum method
This sample was initially selected using the searching algorithm described in Jiang et al. (2011) and Ma et al. (2015) . An observed quasar spectrum is modeled by an intrinsic quasar spectrum, reddened by a parameterized extinction curve at the absorber's redshift. We employ the SDSS DR7 composite quasar spectrum (Jiang et al. 2011) as the intrinsic spectrum, and we adopt the parameterized extinction curve of Fitzpatrick & Massa (1990) and Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) (FM) . The FM parameterization is given in the following form, A(λ) = c 1 + c 2 x + c 3 D(x, x 0 , γ),
where x = λ −1 in units of µm −1 . Note that a second-order term in the original FM parameterization is not included here. The above parameterized extinction curve comprises two components and five parameters: (1) an underlying UV linear component set by the slope c 2 and intercept c 1 ; (2) a Drude profile scaled by the parameter c 3 , representing the 2175Å bump. The Drude profile can be expressed as
where x 0 and γ are the bump peak position and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Drude profile, respectively. The strength of the bump is defined as the area underneath the curve above the linear component:
The observed spectra are first corrected for Galactic extinction using the dust map of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) and converted to the absorbers' rest-frame. The bestfit bump parameters are derived by a χ 2 minimization approach. Strong emission lines such as Lyα, Si iv, C iv, C iii, and Mg ii and known absorption lines are masked to optimize the fitting. The initial values used in the Drude profile are based on the parameters of the MW extinction curves with a tolerance range of 4.4 µm −1 ≤ x 0 ≤ 4.8 µm −1 for the central/peak position, and 0.5 µm −1 ≤ γ ≤ 2.7 µm −1 for the bump width. The boundaries are set by the distribution of the bump parameters of the MW and LMC2 supershell region (Gordon et al. 2003; Fitzpatrick & Massa 2007) .
The intrinsic variation of the quasar continuum and pseudo-continuum composed of many Fe ii emission lines can sometimes mimic a bump (Pitman, Clayton, & Gordon 2000) . To gauge the significance of the bump, we construct a control sample of quasar spectra (sample size ∼ 1000) at a similar redshift to the quasar of interest (z qso -0.05 < z < z qso + 0.05) and i-band S/N ≥ 5 (Jiang et al. 2011) . We perform the same fitting procedure for each quasar spectrum in the control sample. We define 3σ of the bump strength distribution as the bump detection threshold. All the bumps in this sample are detected at > 3σ. The best-fit extinction 2 A bump defined here is related to A * bump defined in Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) via this conversion:
curves can be used to estimate the total amount of extinction at V band, A V . We normalize the extinction curves by forcing extinction to be zero at λ → +∞, which is physically reasonable.
Two-step Method
The above searching algorithm is efficient and sufficiently fast to select bump candidates from over 100,000 quasar spectra. To better quantify the uncertainties in the derived bump parameters, we use the PyMC package 3 (Patil et al. 2010; Fonnesbeck et al. 2015) to implement the Bayesian approach via Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling for this sample. Priors are given to the 5 parameters according to the distribution of the MW and LMC bumps. Simultaneously fitting all the 5 parameters generally yields good solutions except in the case where there are not enough continuum data covering both sides of the bump. This approach would result in extremely wide and shallow bumps (i.e., almost the entire observed spectrum considered as a bump) or wide and extremely deep bumps (i.e., steep linear component) due to the continuum not being constrained blueward of the bump. To minimize the uncertainties induced by this procedure, we adopt a two-step method: first we fit c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 by fixing x 0 and γ to the MW values then the best-fit c 1 , c 2 , c 3 values determined from the first step are fixed, and we derive the best-fit for x 0 and γ in the second step. We refer the reader to Zhao et al. 2017 in prep for more discussion on bump fitting algorithms.
Comparisons with the MW and LMC bumps
The parameterization of the extinction curve allows for comparisons between the 2DAs and the MW, LMC sight lines where prominent and weaker bump features have been observed, respectively. The comparisons are presented in Fig (Fitzpatrick & Massa 2007) and the blue squares and triangles are the average LMC bumps and the bumps in the LMC supershell (Gordon et al. 2003) . The green diamond is the single sightline toward the SMG wing whose extinction curve contains a 2175Å bump. The red circles are the 2175Å bumps in this sample. Bottom panel: central position versus bump width. The error bars include the statistical uncertainties from the MCMC and systematic uncertainties induced by choice of blue and red templates and priors on the bump width. Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) and 19 LMC sight lines from Gordon et al. (2003) . The bumps towards the LMC2 supershell region are much weaker than those in the MW and other sight lines towards the LMC.
The red circles are the bumps in this sample with γ = 0.89 µm −1 (peak value of the MW distribution) as the initial value or prior in the first step. The derived bump strength A bump significantly depends on the prior imposed on the bump width γ. We account for this effect by adding error bars to the bump strengths induced by variations in the bump width priors. In any case, most 2175Å features in our sample are LMC-like bumps. The bottom panel of Figure 1 displays the central position of the bump versus bump width. The bump positions spread over the range of the MW and LMC bumps.
Blue and red template fitting
The composite quasar spectrum method described above relies on the assumption that the composite is a good substitute for the intrinsic quasar spectrum. However, the intrinsic spectrum is essentially unknown, and we consider systematic uncertainties introduced by using bluer or redder quasar templates. These templates are generated in the same manner as the composite spectrum while only combining the bluest 20% and reddest 20% quasar spectra according to their spectral indices. In most cases, the composite quasar spectrum remains the best substitute for the intrinsic quasar spectrum. The derived parameters based on these templates set the upper and lower limits accordingly. Occasionally a bluer or redder template provides a better fit to the observed spectra and therefore we take the parameters derived from the blue or red template as the best-fit values.
The best-fit parameters of the extinction curves and the uncertainties are listed in Table 2 . The total error bars on the fitted parameters as well as A V incorporate the statistical uncertainties using the composite spectrum and the systematic uncertainties due to the red and blue templates. We stress that the total extinction A V towards individual sight lines can be highly uncertain due to the essentially unknown intrinsic quasar spectrum as the primary source of uncertainty (Krogager et al. 2016 ) and potential flux calibration errors (Harris et al. 2016 ).
COLUMN DENSITIES AND RELATIVE METAL ABUNDANCES
Column density measurements
This subsection describes the column density measurements for the 2DAs using the Apparent Optical Depth Method (AODM; Savage & Sembach 1991) . This method is based upon the connection between optical depth and column density, involving converting observed absorption line profiles into apparent optical depths. The total column density can be obtained by integrating the optical depth over the velocity range of the transition. A typical integration interval of [-300 , 300] km s −1 is chosen; this width is large enough to include the transition yet also avoids significant contamination. When multiple transitions of the same species are available, the AODM can reveal unresolved saturated lines by comparing the apparent column density derived from the stronger lines to that of the weaker lines. We adopt the wavelengths and oscillator strengths of Morton (2003) Tables in Ap- pendix B show for each transition the equivalent width and column density from the AODM. The errors only reflect statistical uncertainty using standard error propagation. One should take a lower limit of 0.05 dex from systematic error (continuum placement). The adopted column densities are the weighted mean of the column densities from unsaturated lines. For non-detections and saturated lines, we report upper and lower limits at the 3σ level. At the resolution of ESI, Zn ii λ2026 and Zn ii λ2062 are blended with Mg i λ2026 and Cr ii λ2062. We use Mg i λ2852 to derive the Mg i column density and estimate its contribution to the blend at 2026Å. In all cases, Mg i con- tributes approximately 10% -20% to the total equivalent widths, i.e., Zn ii dominates the absorption seen at 2026Å. The contribution of Cr ii λ2062 to the blend at 2062Å is also removed in the same manner. We report the contaminationsubtracted equivalent widths and column densities for Zn ii in Appendix B.
The measurements are independently checked by the Voigt profile fitting method using the VPFIT package 4 . We calculate the total column densities by summing over all the velocity components. Multiple transitions of a species and different low-ionization lines are simultaneously fit assuming they are kinematically associated. For each velocity component, the redshift and Dopper b parameter are tied together. For the unsaturated lines, the column density measurements derived from VPFIT and AODM are generally in good agreement.
Relative metal abundances
All the 2DAs demonstrate various metal absorption lines. For our sample, Zn is the best metallicity estimator because the two transitions at 2026Å and 2062Å are covered and not saturated in all the spectra, lying outside the Lyα forest. Using Zn abundance as a proxy for metal abundance is based on the fact that Zn is a non-refractory element and very mildly depleted. We use Zn to derive the relative metal abundances and estimate depletions of other elements relative to Zn. The relative abundances X/Zn (X = {Si, Mn, Fe, Cr, Ni, Ti, and Ca} ) are expressed relative to the solar values, [X/Zn] ≡ log(X/Zn) -log(X/Zn) ⊙ .
INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS
This section gives the details of the metal absorption lines covered in the Keck/ESI spectra, column density measurements of the individual systems as well as the properties of 4 http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ rfc/vpfit.html the 2175Å bump. Figures 2-27 show the quasar spectra with bump fitting results, velocity profiles and Voigt profile fits for individual systems. We present the total column densities derived from both methods in Tables 3-15 and adopt the AODM-derived values unless inconsistence occurs. The final adopted column densities are based on careful examination of the results from both methods.
5.1 J0745+4554 z qso = 2.1998, z abs = 1.8612
The observed quasar spectrum of J0745+4554 clearly requires a significant absorption bump (Figure 2 ). The red curve is the best-fit model with an absorption bump while To independently check the AODM-derived column densities, we simultaneously fit all the low-ionization lines using VPFIT as the velocity structures are expected to be similar. As the individual components are not fully resolved, we start with two velocity components and gradually add more components judging from the goodness-of-fit. As a result, five components at v ∼ -129, -73, -1, +82, +213 km s −1 are required to yield a reasonably good fit. All the column densities are consistent (i.e. within the error bars) with each other except for Ni ii where the VPFIT fits are inconsistent with the observed spectrum. The high-ionization lines C iv λ1548, 1550 are generally consistent with having five velocity components, however, the relative strengths of the two components are v = +94, +241 km s −1 are significantly higher than the low-ionization lines.
The resulting total column densities of Fe and Zn are logN(Fe ii) = 15.09 ± 0.09 and logN(Zn ii) = 13.56 ± 0.03, which yield a dust depletion indicator of [Fe/Zn] = -1.41 ± 0.09. The velocity profiles are shown in Figure 3 and the column densities derived from two methods are summarized in Table 3 .
5.2 J0850+5159 z qso = 1.8939, z abs = 1.3269
The best-fit parameters for this dust absorber are c 1 = -0.984, c 2 = 0.474, c 3 = 0.287, x 0 = 4.497, γ = 0.891 with a bump strength of 0.507.
This spectrum covers a set of Fe ii transitions at λ2249, 2260, 2344, 2374, 2382, 2586, 2600 . In addition to the commonly observed low-ionizations lines (i.e. Fe ii, Zn ii, Mg ii, Si ii, Ni ii, Cr ii, Mn ii), Ti ii λ3073, 3242, 3384 and Ca ii λ3934, 3969 are also covered and well detected in the spectrum. All the low-ionization lines as well as the intermediateionization Al iii lines at λ1854, 1862 are simultaneously fit. Most strong lines are well fit with four velocity components at v = -145, -16, +32, +185 km s −1 while for the weaker lines only the central component contributes ( Figure 5 ). Adding more components would probably yield a better fit. However due to the limited resolution, the individual components are heavily blended and hard to be identified. The total column densities of Fe ii and Zn ii are logN(Fe ii) = 15.88 ± 0.01 and logN(Zn ii) = 14.04 ± 0.01, both the highest among the sample. We also generated a curve of growth to check if the Zn ii lines are saturated. It turns out that the Zn ii lines are still on the linear part of the curve although almost reaching the logarithmic part. The relative abundance [Fe/Zn] is -1.10 ± 0.01. The Ti ii and Ca ii column densities are logN(Ti ii) = 13.24 ± 0.02 and logN(Ca ii) = 13.00 ± 0.02. Table 4 lists all the column density measurements. This absorber has the lowest redshift in this sample. The continuum blueward of the 2175Å bump is not covered by the observed spectrum, therefore different quasar templates lead to large variations in the best-fit bump strength without being ruled out by the data. In any case, a prominent extinction bump is required to represent the observed spectrum. We show the result using the composite quasar spectrum in reported N FIT . No high-ionization transitions are covered in the spectrum for this low-redshift absorber. We adopt the column density of Fe ii derived from VP-FIT logN(Fe ii) = 15.45 ± 0.06. The Fe-to-Zn relative abundance is [Fe/Zn] = -0.96 ± 0.13 with a Zn ii column density of logN(Zn ii) = 13.47 ± 0.12. The Ti ii and Ca ii column densities are 12.33 ± 0.09 and 12.85 ± 0.01. All the column density measurements are listed in Table 5 . This quasar spectrum does not have enough data for continuum fitting blueward of the 2175Å bump. The intrinsic quasar spectrum may have more variations than the representative composite quasar spectrum as it is not very well fit to the observed continuum. The composite spectrum remains the best substitute compared to the blue and red templates. The corresponding best-fit parameters are c 1 = -1.320, c 2 = 0.110, c 3 = 0.270, x 0 = 4.658, γ = 0.887 with a bump strength of 0.478. A great number of low-ionization elements are detected in this absorber including Si ii, Zn ii, Mg ii, Mn ii, Cr ii, Fe ii, Ti ii, and Ca ii. The spectrum also covers the intermediateionization lines Al iii λ1854, 1862. Two velocity components at v = -10, +63 km s −1 are fit to describe the profiles with most transitions appearing only in the primary component at v = -10 km s −1 (Figure 9 ). The Zn ii λ2026, 2062 lines are very weak compared with those in other absorbers. The [Fe/Zn] value is -1.11 ± 0.11. All the column density measurements are summarized in Table 6 . 5.5 J1006+1538 z qso = 2.1950, z abs = 2.2062
The red template provides a better fit than the composite spectrum for this absorber. The best-fit parameters derived from the two-step method are c 1 = 1.175, c 2 = 0.229, c 3 = 0.246, x 0 = 4.712, γ = 0.892 with a bump strength of 0.433. We should note that simultaneously fitting the 5 parameters would result in a much wider bump, i.e. the entire observed spectrum appears to be a bump while the continuum on both sides of the bump is not constrained due to lack of data. Usually we discard a solution like this, however, in this very system we may not be able to rule out this solution.
The absorber towards J1006+1538 is a unique system in the sense that its absorption redshift is the highest in the sample, even higher than the quasar's emission redshift, which means that the absorber is likely associated with the quasar rather than an intervening system. Many low-ionization transitions as well as C iv and Si iv lines are present in the system. The two Fe ii lines at 2344, 2374Å buried in the sky lines are not included in the simultaneous fitting. In this particular case, we use Si ii lines instead of Fe ii lines as the reference lines in the simultaneous fitting by tying the redshift and Doppler parameter in each velocity component. The best-fit VPFIT curves comprise of five velocity components at v = -6, +81, +354, +451, +547 km s −1 (Figure 11 ). The column density measurements are listed in Table 7 . Given the very broad velocity structure, the above-mentioned extremely broad bump, which is derived from simultaneously fitting all the parameters, may not be totally unphysical. The Doppler velocities relative to the quasar at z = 2.1950 are 1050 -1600 km s −1 . Such tremendous speeds toward the quasar suggest that the absorbing gas clouds may be falling into the central engine of the quasar (Lü, Qin, & Gupta 2007) . The Fe-to-Zn relative abundance indicates high depletion level with [Fe/Zn] = -1.19 ± 0.24. We will further discuss the implication of the 2175Å bump appearing in such an associated absorber with the quasar in Section 6.
5.6 J1047+3423 z qso = 1.6800, z abs = 1.6685
The 2175Å bump in this absorber is the weakest in this sample with c 1 = -0.397, c 2 = 0.338, c 3 = 0.105, x 0 = 4.663, γ = 0.851, and A bump = 0.194. The Keck/ESI spectrum covers C iv, Mg i, Mg ii, Al ii, Al iii, Si ii, Ca ii, Ti ii, Cr ii, Mn ii, Fe ii, Ni ii and Zn ii lines. The absorption redshift is only slightly smaller than the emission redshift of J1047+3423. This is another proximate system in this sample. We simultaneously fit these lines except Mg i λ2852 and Mn ii λ2576 where they are severely contaminated by sky lines or unknown absorption. The profiles are fit with three velocity components at v = -16, +63, +104 km s −1 as shown in Figure 13 . The corresponding velocities relative to the quasar are -1302, -1223, -1182 km s −1 , indicating that the absorbing materials may be outflowing from the quasar toward us. The column densities are summarized in Table 8 . The depletion level of this absorber is among the highest with [Fe/Zn] = -1.40 ± 0.09. Detecting a 2175Å bump in quasar outflows requires certain favorable environment. We will further discuss this absorber together with the absorber towards J1006+1538 in Section 6. Table 9 . The continuum on both sides of the 2175Å bump is well constrained. The best-fit parameters are c 1 = 1.471, c 2 = 0.274, c 3 = 0.362, x 0 = 4.628, γ = 0.887 with a bump strength of 0.641. Many low-ionization lines as well as high-ionization lines C iv λ1548, 1550 and Si ivλ1393, 1402 are covered in the Keck/ESI spectrum. The Si iv λ1393, 1402 lines fall in the Lyman-α forest therefore we do not include them in the simultaneous fitting. The profiles are fit with two velocity components at v = -42, +29 km s −1 (Figure 17 ). The [Fe/Zn] for this absorber is -0.73 ± 0.03. We list the column density measurements in Table 10 . simultaneously fit all the lines using VPFIT with three velocity components at v = -80, +34, +137 km s −1 as shown in Figure 19 . The [Fe/Zn] value for this absorber is -1.21 ± 0.14. The AODM-derived and VPFIT-derived column densities are summarized in Table 11 .
5.10 J1212+2936 z qso = 1.3919, z abs = 1.2202
The quasar spectrum of J1212+2936 resembles that of J0901+2044 with a steep rising slope towards shorter wave- This absorber has both relatively high Fe ii and Zn ii column densities with logN(Fe ii) = 15.63 ± 0.03 and logN(Zn ii) = 13.78 ± 0.01. The resulting relative abundance [Fe/Zn] is -1.09 ± 0.03. The column densities of Ti ii and Ca ii are logN(Ti ii) = 13.01 ± 0.03 and logN(Ca ii) = 12.73 ± 0.03. All the column densities are listed in Table 12 .
5.11 J1321+2135 z qso = 2.4113, z abs = 2.1253
The best-fit extinction curve yields c 1 = 1.587, c 2 = 0.202, c 3 = 0.191, x 0 = 4.494, γ = 0.917 with a bump strength of 0.328.
A great number of low-ionization lines including Mg i, Mg ii, Al ii, Al iii, Si ii, Cr ii, Mn ii, Fe ii, Ni ii, and Zn ii and high-ionization lines C iv, Si iv are present in the Keck/ESI spectrum. At least five components are required to fit the velocity profiles with the three components at v = -91, -27, +14 km s −1 being the primary components while the other two are located at +203 and +266 km s −1 as shown in Figure  23 . The [Fe/Zn] value for this absorber is -0.71 ± 0.04. We summarize the AODM-derived and VPFIT-derived column densities in Table 13 . 5.12 J1531+2403 z qso = 2.5256, z abs = 2.0022
The continuum on both sides of the 2175Å bump is well fit and the derived extinction curve gives c 1 = 0.796, c 2 = 0.233, Ni ii, Zn ii, C iv, Si iv) are best fit with five components at v = -168, +13, +155, +370, +463 km s −1 , spreading over 600 km s −1 (Figure 25 ). The Fe-to-Zn relative abundance of [Fe/Zn] = -1.25 ± 0.06 indicates a high depletion level. All the column density measurements are shown in Table 14 .
5.13 J1737+4406 z qso = 1.9564, z abs = 1.6135
The quasar spectrum clearly shows the requirement of a significant 2175Å bump. The best-fit parameters are c 1 = 0.141, c 2 = 0.280, c 3 = 0.397, x 0 = 4.573, γ = 0.909 with a bump strength of 0.686. This Keck/ESI spectrum covers the transitions of the following species: C iv, Fe ii, Zn ii, Mg ii, Si ii, Ni ii, Cr ii, Mn ii, Al ii, Al iii, and Ti ii. Simultaneous fitting using VP-FIT results in two velocity components at v = -67, -5 km s −1 (Figure 27 ). There is a significant discrepancy between the observed Ni ii profiles and the fits. The discrepancy may be due to noise/contamination or may arise from a different velocity structure than the one from the simultaneous fitting. The VPFIT-derived column densities agree well with the AODM-derived ones expect Ni ii.
The dust depletion indicator [Fe/Zn] is -1.00 ± 0.08 with logN(Fe ii) = 15.48 ± 0.07 and logN(Zn ii) = 13.54 ± 0.04. All the column density measurements are shown in Table  15 .
DISCUSSION
Relative abundances
In summary, Fe ii and Zn ii are detected in all the 2DAs in this sample and Mg ii is saturated in all cases. The lowionization lines, Si ii, Al ii, Ca ii, Ti ii, Mn ii, Cr ii, and Ni ii, are detected in 11, 8, 7, 7, 13, 12 and 7 absorbers, respectively. The observed relative abundances are the result of both the nucleosynthetic processes and dust depletion. The ratios of depleted elements (X = Fe, Cr, Ca, Ti, Mn, Ni etc.) to undepleted (Zn) elements provide a measure of the dust content in the quasar absorbers. Compared to the solar ratio [X/Zn] = 0, the more negative the relative abundance, the larger is element X depleted from its gas phase to the dust phase. These elements are classified into two categories, "α elements" and " II supernovae (SNe), whereas Fe-peak elements (V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, ...) are primarily synthesized by Type Ia SNe. Savage & Sembach 1996) . The four patterns represent the cool disk, warm disk, warm halo blended with disk gas absorption, and warm halo. There is a clear progression toward increasing abundances from the disk to the halo. Refractory elements are more heavily depleted in cool disk clouds than in warm clouds. Dust destruction in the halo environments is expected to be more severe than in the disk environments, maybe as a result of more frequent and severe shocking of the halo clouds compared with the disk clouds. Therefore, one would expect that dust grains and the 2175Å bump carriers are more readily observable in the disk clouds. The relative abundances of the absorbers, however, exhibit diverse depletion patterns: some resemble the disk pattern and some are more halo-like. It could be due to that some quasar sightlines probe the halo environment while others probe the disk but the velocity components are not well resolved at ESI's resolution, therefore we observe the mixed depletion patterns. Nevertheless, they are all more heavily depleted or contain more dust content compared to the fiducial (average) depletion pattern of normal DLAs in the literature. Table 16 ). Most DLAs in the literature are known to have little dust content, i.e., the bump strength is essentially zero. The dust absorbers tend to have stronger bumps with lower [Fe/Zn] values or higher depletion, which is expected because dust grains form out of metal depletion, although with a large scatter. The anti-correlation extends to reference DLAs with a mean [Fe/Zn] ∼ -0.45 and A bump = 0. A larger sample of 2DAs is required to confirm the observed trend.
Depletion pattern
A V versus bump strength
The V-band extinction is a general indicator of how dusty these systems are. We therefore expect a correlation between the bump strength and A V although the bump carriers are made of specific dust grains. Figure 31 shows the data points in this work but only a very weak trend is observed. Again we caution that due to the intrinsic variations of the individual quasar spectra, the inferred A V can only be taken as an estimate under the assumptions of certain quasar composite templates and normalization at λ → +∞. A statistical analysis of a large sample of these absorbers' extinction curves would alleviate the uncertainties along individual sight lines.
Kinematics
In addition to the elemental abundances derived from the Keck/ESI spectra, the velocity profiles also provide information on the kinematics of the absorbers. We adopt the definition of the velocity interval ∆V 90 by Prochaska & Wolfe (1997) to describe the width of the absorption profile. ∆V 90 is defined as the velocity interval that is from 5% to 95% of the total integrated optical depth τ tot = ∫ τ(v)dv, where τ(v) is the apparent optical depth. We use Fe ii lines to measure ∆V 90 as Fe ii lines are detected in all the absorbers in our sample and have multiple transitions such that one can choose the unsaturated, unblended ones. We list all the measurements in Table 16 . We note that ESI spectra would systematically overestimate the velocity width due to the relatively low resolution. The uncertainty in the ∆V 90 values for the Keck/ESI data is estimated to be ∼ 20 km s −1 (Prochaska et al. 2008) .
Gas kinematics based on the observed ∆V 90 have been extensively studied in DLAs and subDLAs (e.g., Ledoux et al. 2006; Meiring et al. 2009; Neeleman et al. 2013; Møller et al. 2013; Som et al. 2015; Quiret et al. 2016) . Figure 32 displays a histogram of ∆V 90 in logarithmic scale, comparing our measurements to those of literature DLAs and subDLAs. On average, DLAs have the lowest ∆V 90 value, and the 2DAs are the highest in ∆V 90 although a small sample. Most DLAs have ∆V 90 values below 200 km s −1 while there is a tail in the distribution (more emphasized in a linear histogram) at velocity widths significantly above this value. The ∆V 90 distribution of the 2DAs lies in the tail of DLAs. We perform the two-sample KS tests on the distributions of 2DAs versus DLAs, subDLAs, and metal-strong DLAs, yielding p-values of 3.2 × 10 −7 , 3.1 × 10 −4 , and 0.23, respectively. We can again reject the null hypothesis that the 2DAs are drawn from the same parent population as DLAs/subDLAs. The 2DAs are likely drawn from the same population as the metal-strong DLAs, which is consistent with the analysis from the [Fe/Zn] distributions.
Early simulations suggest that the velocity width ∆V 90 reflects the gravitational potential well of the host galaxy responsible for the absorption (e.g., Prochaska & Wolfe 1997; Haehnelt, Steinmetz, & Rauch 1998; Pontzen et al. 2008) . Similarly, the line profile velocity width has been interpreted as a proxy for mass as the result of the observed velocitymetallicity correlation and an underlying mass-metallicity relation for DLAs' host galaxies (e.g., Ledoux et al. 2006; Møller et al. 2013) . If ∆V 90 is a reliable tracer of mass, the 2DAs are expected to be more massive than most DLA and subDLA galaxies. However, this correlation is complicated by the complex gas processes at play and many other factors, therefore a definite conclusion is yet to be drawn (Quiret et al. 2016) . Further numerical simulations may shed light upon the distributions of ∆V 90 for different populations.
2175Å bump in proximate absorbers
Absorption systems with z qso ∼ z abs within ∼ 5000 km s −1 of a background quasar are proximate systems, which are often interpreted to be associated with the quasar host galaxy or its immediate environment (e.g. Ellison et al. 2010) . The origin of the absorption can be 1) absorption by halo clouds of the quasar host galaxy; 2) absorption by material from a starburst wind in the quasar host galaxy; 3) intrinsic to the black hole region; 4) absorption by external galaxies clustering around the quasar (Lü, Qin, & Gupta 2007; Ellison et al. 2010 ). There are two proximate systems in this sample: the absorber toward J1047+3423 (z qso z abs ) and the absorber toward J1006+1538 (z abs z qso ). The error bar on the emission redshift of J1006+1538 does not account for a possible redshift velocity offset. A similar case has been reported in Pan et al. (2017) , which also contains a 2175Å bump. The nature of the system is proposed to be either strong star formation activity in the quasar host or intrinsic to the quasar itself. A controversial question is also raised: whether the bump carriers can survive in harsh quasar en- Table 16 . Properties of the 2175Å dust absorbers. The bump strength, A bump , is measured using the two-step PyMC method. For the absorber towards J1211+0833, A bump reported here is lower than but consistent (within the error bars) with the measurement from a simultaneous fitting in Ma et al. 2015 vironments. Observational evidence exists that small carbonaceous grains such as PAH molecules survive in the close vicinity (< 1 kpc) of an AGN (Tombesi et al. 2015) or the innermost region of the torus (Mor, Netzer, & Elitzur 2009 ).
Observational supports for the intrinsic origin for many associated absorbers include their high metallicity close to or above solar (e.g. Hamann 1997; Ellison et al. 2010) , partial coverage, variability, and distance to the quasar.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented 13 new 2DAs at z ∼ 1.0 -2.2. We have discussed in detail the bump parameters, column density measurements, relative metal abundance, depletion pattern, and kinematics for each absorber, and compared the sample properties with literature DLAs and subDLAs. The results are summarized in the following.
• We perform bump fitting on the SDSS quasar spectra using a composite quasar spectrum reddened by a parametrized extinction curve. The measured 2175Å bumps in this sample resemble the LMC-type bumps and are weaker than most of the MW bumps.
• Many low-ionization lines are detected in these absorbers from the Keck/ESI spectra including Fe ii, Zn ii, Si ii, Al ii, Ni ii, Mn ii, Ti ii, Ca ii, and Cr ii. We measure the column densities of elements using both the AODM and VPFIT. The relative metal abundances (with respect to Zn) reveal the level of different metals being depleted onto dust grains. Our 2DAs show a diverse depletion pattern: some resemble that of the MW disk clouds, others are more like the MW halo pattern. We compare the dust depletion level indicator, [Fe/Zn] and the 2175Å bump. We also find an anti-correlation between [Fe/Zn] and bump strengths, although with a large scatter.
• The velocity profiles derived from the Keck/ESI spec- tra provide kinematical information of the absorbers. Most absorbers present multiple velocity components and the velocity intervals extend from ∼100 to ∼ 600 km s −1 . Compared to literature DLAs and subDLAs, the 2DAs on average have higher ∆V 90 values. Invoking the well-established massmetallicity relation and velocity width as a tracer of stellar mass, the 2DAs are expected to be more massive than the galaxies hosting DLAs and subDLAs.
• The two 2DAs towards J1006+1538 and J1047+3423 have the absorption redshifts close to the quasars' emissionline redshifts. These absorbers are likely associated with the quasar host galaxy or its immediate environment. The absorber towards J1006+1538 is even more intriguing as its absorption redshift is larger than its emission redshift, which could be a candidate for an absorbing gas falling into the central engine of the quasar. We still need more observational evidence to reveal the origin of these absorbers. This paper is a pilot sample study of 2DAs with chemical abundance, depletion pattern, and kinematics analyses. In Paper II, we will present the neutral gas content (H i and C i) and a correlation analysis of 2DAs including a few sources from the Keck sample. 
